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of UCN achieved in experimental volumes are around lOcm-3
• 

To increase the precision and sensitivity of the experiments, the 
UCN density is of crucial importance. 

2 Geometry and method of calcula
tion 

The geometry of the reactor and moderator is shown in fig.1. 
As a typical TRIGA reactor, we took the exact geometry of the 
rea:ctor core and the graphite reflector of TRIGA reactor of the 
Atomic Institute of Austrian Universities (Vienna). To simplify 
the calculations we use a homogeneous model reactor core com
position (instead of heterogeneous): U - 11.5kg,. (20% 235 U), 
Zr - 130.8kg, H - 1.475kg, H20 - 20.52kg. The volume of the 
core: </> = 49.5cm * 35.56cm. 

Graphite reflector around the core: radial thickness 30.5cm, 
height 56cm. 

The solid methane moderator (T = 20K) is placed in this 
model calculations inside the graphite reflector at three different 
distances from the core boundary: 0, 13, and 32cm in the median 
plane of the core. The aluminium cladding of the moderator 
and the graphite reflector was not taken into account in this 
optimization. 

We aimed at realizing the optimal very cold (VCN) and UCN 
neutron sources in the sense of maximum efficiency for neutron 
production and the smallest heat load from reactor radiation. 
The cold source consists of two parts: a premoderator of very 
cold solid methane ( the most efficient known cold neutron mod
erator) and a final stage moderator (VCN and UCN converter) of 
very cold solid deuterium (6, 7] or solid heavy methane C D 4 • The 
advantage of deuterated converters in comparison with hydroge
nous ones (in spite of their lower neutron cooling cross section) 
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consists in the low capture cross section and the consequently 
large effective depth of the UCN (VCN) coming out of the con
verter. The purpose of the premoderator is to produce cold neu
trons to irradiate the converter. The efficiency of the latter for 
VCN and UCN production is highest when it is irradiated with a 
cold neutron flux. The important criterion for the choice of the 
conve_rter is the finest overlap of the incident cold neutron spec
trum with the excitation spectrum of the converter (the main 
contribution of UCN (VCN) production in the converter comes 
from single downscatteting events). 

The Monte Carlo Neutron Photon (MCNP) [8] computer 
code, including a powerful three-dimensional geometry and 
source modelling capability, was used in our calculations of neu
tron transport and moderation beginning from the birth of the 
neutron in the fission event. Different forms and sizes of solid 
methane moderators were tried in order to choose the optimal 
one for the highest VCN and UCN production and the lowest 
radiation energy deposition. 

3 Results of calculations of UCN 
(VCN) production 

Figure 2 shows the calculated neutron spectra inside the graphite 
reflector (without a cold moderator and neutron guide channel) 
in three different positions of fig.Lb. Figures 3-5 show the cal
culated thermal and cold neutron spectra for different cross sec
tions of the neutron guide in the vicinity of the solid methane 
moderators of three different forms ( density of the moderator 
n = 2.0 • 1022 molecules/cm3

). In view of the fact that the op
timal deuterated VCN and UCN converter has a thickness of 
several cm, the form of the moderator of fig.5 is the preferable 
one. The calculations of cold neutron .fluxes from the cold CH4 
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Fig.l. 

• a. Reactor, cold neutron source, and neutron guide geome
tries: 

1. TRIGA core 

2. Cold so.lid methane moderator 

3. The first section of the neutron guide 

4. Graphite reflector 

• b. Three positions of a cold methane moderator in a 
graphite reflector: distance from the core surface: 1-0cm, 
2 - 13cm, 3 - 32cm. 
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Fig.2. Neutron spectra (without moderator) in the three po
sitions of fig.Lb inside the graphite reflector. The figures show 
the distance from the core center. 
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Fig.3. Cold and thermal neutron spectra from the flat cold 
methane moderator q,lOcm * 1cm in position 1 of fig.lb inside 
the graphite reflector, averaged over a q,lOcm area at different 
distances from the moderator surface: 1 - 0cm, 2- 1.5cm, 3-3cm, 
4-6cm. 
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Fig.4. The same as in Fig.3 for the case where the methane 
moderator has the form of a cup ¢10cm * 4cm with a wall thick
ness of 1cm. 
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Fig.5. The same as in Fig.3 for the case where the methane 
moderator has the form of a cup ¢10cm * 7cm with a wall thick
ness of 1cm for distances from the moderator bottom: 1-0cm, 
2-3cm, 3-6cm. 
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moder·ators, having the form of fig.5, but with different thickness, 
gave the following flux ratios: 1.0/0.93/0.92/0.78, respectively, 
for moderators with thickness 1.0, 2.0, 3., and 4.0cm. From the 
consideration of highest cold neutron flux and lowest energy de
position, a moderator thickness of 1cm was chosen. Figure 6 
shows the cold and thermal neutron spectra at the exit window 
of the "cup" methane moderator in the three different positions 
of fig.Lb of the moderator inside the graphite reflector. In any 
of the calculations of figs.3-5 we did not take into account the 
additional moderation and cooling of neutrons in the volume of 
the solid D2 , or CD4 converter because of absence of kernels for 
these substances at low_temperatures in ENDB/F library files. 
In reality, moderation in the converter volume will increase the 
UCN (VCN) flux. 

Usually, for calculating the UCN and VCN production, the 
so-called gain factor G(Ts, En) is used [9, 10, 11], which may be 
defined as the ratio of UCN yield from the particular "thick" 
( compared to the VCN mean free path) and simultaineously 
"thin" (in the sense that it does not influence the incident neu
tron flux) moderator at a given temperature Ts in a given in
cident neutron spectrum, and the yield from one consisting of 
light water ( or polyethylene) at normal temperature in equilib
rium with the neutron spectrum. The latter case corresponds 
to a Maxwellian low-energy tail flux at 300 K. The gain factor 
is proportional to the UCN (VCN) production ( downscattering) 
cross section ads and is inversely proportional to the cross section 
of UCN ·(VCN) losses in the moderator a1oss= 

G(Ts, En)~ ads/a1oss• (1) 

The VCN loss cross section consists of three components: 

+ + inc 
a1oss = ac aups ae1 , (2) 

where ac is UCN capture cross section for the nuclei of the con
verter, aups is the cross section of UCN upscattering, a~yc is the 
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cross section of elastic incoherent scattering that decreases the 
UCN free path length in the converter. The influence of the 
last term may b~ diminished significantly by using UCN (VCN) 
reflector surrounding the converter and thereby improving the 
efficiency of the UCN extraction from the converter. 

From the above expressions, the advantage of deuterated con
verters is evident: in spite of the fact that the nominator of (1) 
is larger for the hydrogenous converters, the low value of the 
denominator for deuterated ones significantly compensates this 
disadvantage. 

In order to take int~ account the geometric peculiarities of the 
moderators, we used a more straightforward way in the present 
calculations directly calculating the UCN (VCN) production rate 
in the "realistic" neutron spectrum and separately simulating the 
VCN exit from the converters. 

The VCN and UCN production rate into the unit energy in
terval P( EucN) in the convertor may be calculated according to 
the expression: 

P(EucN) = n j if!(E)a(T, E-+ EucN )dE, (3) 

where if!(E) is the primary neutron flux density, a(T, E-+ EucN) 
is the cross section of downscattering on the nuclei of the con
verter for neutrons with energy E in the primary flux into the 
unit UCN energy interval, and n is the mean number of nuclei 
per cm3 of the converter. 

.We used one-phonon incoherent approximation for calculat
ing the downscattering cross section [12], and the Debye model of 
phonon state density with Debye temperature Tn = ll4K [13] for 
the solid deuterium. This calculation gives the value 2.5 • 10-1b 
for the downscattering cross section of neutrons with spectra of 
fig.5 into the energy interval 0. lµe V in the vicinity of the final 
energy E1 = 0.525µe V (neutron velocity lOm/ s) for low temper
ature deuterium ( this cross section almost does not depend on the 
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Fig.6. Cold and thermal neutron spectra from the "cup" cold 
methane moderator </>10cm * 7cm with a cup thickness of 1cm in 
the three different positions of fig.1 b inside the graphite reflector, 

averaged over an </>8cm area at a distance 6cm from the modera
tor bottom. Dotted curve 4 shows thermal neutron spectrum in 
the position 1 of fig.1 without cold methane moderator. 
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deuterium temperature below 20 Kand is proportional to E}i2
). 

For the mean neutron flux of fig.5 ( corresponding to the nearest 
position of the methane moderator to the reactor core) over the 
converter volume ( density n = 2.56 • 1022 D 2molecules/ cm3), this 
gives a VCN production rate of 

P = l.3 · 105VCN/s/cm3 /0.1µeV/MW. 

In pu~e solid deuterium at T = 61{ UCN (VCN) the capture 
cross section is approximately equal to the upscattering cross 
section, such that the neutron lifetime r = nuine1v: 

T ~ 0.04s. 

This gives an equilibrium VCN density in the above mentioned
energy range of 

p = P · r = 5.2 • 103VCN/cm3/0.1µeV/MW 

To the illustrate the reflector effect on UCN (VCN) yield, fig. 7 
shows the results of Monte Carlo simulatio~ of the probability 
of VCN going out from converters as a function of its thickness. 
In these calculations, the neutron capture and elastic and in
elastic (for the deuterium) scattering were taken into account. 
These results show the importance of having neutron reflector 
surrounding the convertor. This reflector may represent a su
permirror layer covering the surface of the convertor or a sheet 
of substance with strong density irregularities and a high value 
of diffuse VCN °reflectance. The most expedient material for the 
reflector is graphite, for which a significant ( up to ~ 95%) albedo 
was measured for VCN [14]. 

Stationary VCN flux from the converter with volume V into 
the neutron guide with boundary energy Eb, taking into account 
the VCN losses in the converter during their going out from the 
converter into the neutron guide, is: 

<I> = p. V. y. TJ, 

14 

(4) 

where Y is the averaged over converter volume VCN exit prob
ability, TJ is that part of the VCN phase space volume in the 
spherical layer [0.475µeV ~ EvcN ~ 0.575µeV], which is ac
ceptable for guiding through neutron guide. At Eb = 0.2µe V, 

TJ ~ 0.18. 
For the converter size </>8 * 6cm, the VCN exit probability 

is Y = 0.4 if the VCN reflection coefficient from the side and 
bottom surface of the converter is equal to 0.98 (fig.7). The 
VCN flux emerging from the converter into the neutron guide 
with diameter 8cm and boundary energy 0.2µeV is: 

<I>vcN = 2._8 · 106VCN/s/0.1µeV/MW. 

At the reactor pulse with prompt energy yield lOM J, the VCN 
fluence into the neutron guide in the above-mentioned energy 
interval will achieve: 

. Wpulse ~ 3 · 107VCN/pulse. 

The ratio of cold neutron intensities ( and corresponding UCN 
(VCN) production rates) for hystograms 1, 2, and 3 of fig.6 (three 
positions of the cold moderator inside the graphite reflector) are 
1/0.49 /Q.23. 

In tne above calculation, we did not take into account ad
ditional contribution to the UCN (VCN) generation in the con
verter from incident neutrons with energies above 0.2eV. 

The most promising deuterated converters are not suitable for 
horizontal UCN guides because of their large boundary energy 
proportional to the scattering potential Eb = (n-2 /2m )41r I:i Nibi, 
which produces the low-energy cutoff for the emergent UCN spec
trum. These boundary energies for solid deuterium and heavy 
methane are, respectively: En2 ~ 90neV, and Ecn4 ~ 190neV. 
In order to restore this part of the neutron energy spectrum in 
the storage, chamber it is necessary to use gravitational decelera
tion by introducing inclined or vertical neutron guide components 
between the UCN source and the storage chamber. 
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In addition to ordinary UCN losses in the converter due to 
nuclear capture, upscattering and incoherent elastic scattering, 
which decrease the VCN mean free path, additional important 
effect may cause a significant reduction of the UCN (VCN) cur
rent out of the converter. In disordered substance with strong 
coherent scattering substance, like deuterated compounds, elas
tic neutron scattering takes place from the fluctuations of scat
tering length density due to inhomogeneities of the density of 
the substance. Such elastic scattering may significantly decrease 
the VCN mean free path and, hence, the effective source thick
ness for the emergent neutrons. Recent measurements of UCN 
production in solid deuterium [15] did not show any significant 
influence of this effect on UCN yield. An investigation of this 
phenomenon in the solid heavy methane would be desirable. 

There is no experimental information on the scattering ker
nel or frequency spectrum for heavy methane, which could be 
used for calculatong the VCN production rate. Nevertheless, we 
expect that heavy methane has a cumulative combination of the 
advantages of deuterium in comparison with hydrogen,· due to 
its lower capture cross section, and the advantages of methane 
in over hydrogen [16] due to its larger density and, especially, 
due to the importance of low-frequency lattice vibrations and 
rotational modes in the production of UCN (VCN). Therefore, 
we hope that in spite the high value expected for elastic inco
herent cross section of the heavy methane in comparison with 
deuterium ( and a lower VCN mean free path in the converter), 
the UCN (VCN) production efficiency of heavy methane may be 
higher than that of deuterium. 
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4 Energy deposition in cold modera
tor 

The Table shows the results of our calculations for reactor radia
tion energy deposition in a solid "cup" methane moderator (mass 
l30q) and a solid heavy methane ~onverter ( ¢>8 * 6cm, mass 200g) 
in the three different positions of fig.lb. 

Energy deposition in a solid methane moderator and in a solid 
heavy methane converter for the three positions of fig.1 b. 

Position 
WcH4 (W/g/MW) 
Wcv4 (W/g/MW) 
Wtat(W/MW) 

1 
0.44 
0.19 

. 95 

2 
0.056 
0.024 
12 

3 
0.011 
0.0043 
2.3 

The calculated energy deposition values may be compared with 
experimental data on energy deposition in methane for the 
TRIGA reactor of Pennsylvania State University [17]. The mea
surements were performed in a vacuum vessel placed 19 cm from 
the core face. After extrapolation of their results to the core sur
face according to the coordinate dependence of the neutron flux 
density, we obtain WcH4 = 0.25W/g/MW, the difference may be 
partly attributed to an unreliable extrapolation. 

With the calculated energy deposition values for cold 
methane and taking into account the known values of the heat 
capacity of this substance for temperatures higher lOK [18] it 
is possible to evaluate the heating b.T of the moderator after a 
reactor pulse with prompt energy release of lOM J. The results 
are: 

b.T = 8.7K, l.7K, 0.4K, 

respectively, for positions 1, 2 and 3 of fig.lb. 
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At a pulse repetition rate equal to one reactor pulse (10M J) 
every ten minutes, the mean energy deposition in a cold methane 
moderator would be: 

W ~ 0.16W. 

The heat capacity of heavy methane is not known, but it 
should not differ significantly from the heat capacity of ordinary 
methane ( similar to small difference between the heat capacities 
of cold solid deuterium and hydrogen). In this case, because the 
energy deposition in heavy methane is significantly lower than in 
methane, we may expect a lower increase in temperature in the 
heavy methane converter. 

The energy deposition in a solid deuterium converter is small 
in comparison with that shown in the Table. 

In above calculation, we did not take into account the energy 
deposition in the aluminium walls of the moderator. From the 
experience of the Dubna group in constructing large (~ 1kg) 
solid methane moderator at the JINR IBR-2 reactor (19], we 
may conclude that the energy deposition in all of the metallic 
details of the moderator will add approximately 30% to the total 
energy deposition in the cold moderator. 

5 Radiation damage 

In this section we rely entirely on the experience of Dubna group 
(19] which performed test runs of large cold solid methane mod
erator at the pulse reactor IBR-2 at the energy deposition rate 
in methane of~ 0.14W/g. They found that changes in cold neu
tron production with time were less han 0.2% after 15 hours of 
continuous operation. Hydrogen production and polimerization 
of the moderator substance are. expected to be low according to 
(19] if to place the cold moderator after graphite moderator ( e.g. 
position 2 of fig.lb). 
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6 Nonstationary transport and stor
age of UCN 

In (20], the simple method for nonstationary UCN storage in ex
perimental chambers was descri~ed using well-separated pulses 
from aperiodic pulse neutron sources. The possible installation 
includes a comparatively short neutron guide ( several meters 
long) and a shutter at the entrance window of the storage cham
ber. The nonstationary UCN (VCN) transport and storage was 
rigorously simulated [21] for horizontal and vertical arrangements 
of neutron guides of different forms, with realistic characteristics 
of neutron losses due to imperfections in the surface of the guides. 
It was shown that for the neutron guides of practical lengths ( 5-7 
m) and typical surface quality, the UCN (VCN) flux decreases 
3-5 times during transport. 

Several important advantages of the proposed method of 
UCN storage at aperiodic pulse reactors are evident: 

1. Low mean power of the reactor: if the intervals between 
pulses are about lOmin, the mean neutron flux is only ~ 
2 • 1010n/cm2/s. This means low radiation heating of the 
cooled moderator and converter, which is important at very 
low temperatures and low thermal conductivity [6, ?]. 

2. Low radiation damage and decomposition of the moderator 
[19]. 

3. Very low neutron background during UCN storage and 
m.easurements. 

4. Possibility of using short neutron guides (several meters) 
due to the low mean power of the reactor. This will permit 
large losses of UCN to be avoided during their spreading 
along the neutron guide. 
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°rloKOTWIOJ!CKlfH IO;H., Porns A.JV . E3-97-127 
. qlfCJieHHrul. OilTlfMlf3ailIDI lfCTO'IHlfKOB · O'leHb xonO)lHblX · ·. 
" ynb-rpaxono)lHbIX HenTpottoB ixng peax:TOpos rnna TPHfA .· 

Ilpo,B~)leH·a tiitcneH~rui: o~+lfMlfJaum1 lfCTO'IHlfKOB xono.D.HbI~-" ynbTpaxo~o)l~bIX · 
tten-rpmimi )ln.SI peax:TOpOB rnna TPHf A. Ilo.Toirn TennOBbIX ·" XOJlO)lHbIX HeUTpOHOB 
)lml. pa3nlf'IHbIX nono)KeHlfH If· J(:OmpmypaUlfH xonO)lHbIX MCTaJIOBblX 3aMe)lnlfTeneu 
MO)lenlfpOBanlfCb c· iipHMeHCHlfeM npOrpaMMbl MCNP. OueHeHa rettepaumi O'leHb 
xono)lHbIX If ynbTpaxono.n11b1x HeiiTj>OHOB )ln.SI _Half6onee nepcneKTlfBHbIX ~oHe'IHblX 
JaMeixnmeneu - 011eHb xono)lttoro TBep.noro )lenTeplf.SI ")leiiTeplipoiiaHHoro MeTaHa. 
,r:{n.SI OnTlfMlf3lfposaHHbIX JaMe)lnlfTeneu BbI'llfcnetto paixlfauHOHHoe atteprosbme-
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nettlfe. · · 

~ Pa6oTa. BbmonHeHa B Jla6~pa+oplflf ifenTpoHHou ·. qm'JlfKlf lfM.H.M.<I>paHKa 
.omrn. · · ·· · · · · 
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